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Abstract: The Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) and the Event-driven Process Chain

(EPC) are both frequently used modelling languages to create business process models. While there

is a well-defined standard for BPMN, such a standard is missing for EPC. As a standard would be

beneficial to improve interoperability among different vendors, this paper aims at providing the

means for future EPC standardization. Therefore, we have conducted a structured literature review

of the most common EPC variants in IS research. We provide a structured overview of the evolution

of different EPC variants, describe means and capabilities and elaborate different criteria for

decision-making in regard to including EPC variants in a standardization process.
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1 Process Modelling with Event-driven Process Chains

To support the management of business processes, a multitude of business process

modelling languages (BPML) has emerged over time, for example BPMN or the Unified

Modelling Language (UML) [Aa13]. As a result of the growing interest of researchers and

practitioners, many BPML have been standardized by respective standard development

organizations (SDO) [KLL09]. One of the most dominant languages for business process

modelling is the EPC developed in 1992. Consequently, the EPC has been extensively

researched and is still ongoing subject of discussion in the business process management

(BPM) domain [Fe09, Fe13, HFL09, Ri00]. However, despite its maturity, no attempts for

a successful EPC standard-making have been undertaken to this day. As a consequence,

EPC loses ground compared to other languages regarding diffusion, usage and acceptance

[DKK14, Fe13, KLL09].

A BPML standard typically contains constructs such as modelling elements, a (formal)

syntax, a meta-model or a model exchange format [e.g. Om11]. Ultimately, a standard

ensures international adherence to those constructs and not only serves as an agreed-upon
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basis for further language refinement, but also facilitates applicability in practice, e.g. by

increasing the interoperability of process models [Fo03, MN06]. Although there exist

numerous publications that propose specifications for constructs of the EPC language [e.g.

MA07, NR02, Ro08], a unified approach towards EPC standardization has not been

initiated to date [KLL09]. The challenges of systematic standardization primarily originate

in the large amount of scientific contributions that have been published, which have

significantly increased the variety of EPC-related propositions. Hence, identifying and

determining what language constructs and extensions to include in an EPC standard

becomes a difficult task.

The paper at hand aims at providing the groundwork for a successful EPC standardization.

The characterized obstacles are tackled by reviewing, ultimately synthesizing and

evaluating relevant scientific work in the field of EPCs. Since standard-making heavily

depends on agreement and consensus of a domain community [DG90, FKL03], an

overview over state-of-the-art in EPC research is necessary to create a common

understanding of the EPC language. The main focus of this paper is hereby put on the

evolution of the EPC language, more specifically on the various language variants that

have been developed over time, which extend the basic EPC language with additional

concepts and constructs. We believe that providing transparency over a language’s natural

evolution is needed for the establishment of a common ground that supports a subsequent

successful standard-making procedure.

The conducted literature review has been able to examine the evolution of the EPC in

terms of variants and included concepts that have emerged over the last years. In doing so,

the paper extends the body of knowledge by providing an overview of the EPC language

progression over time. Furthermore, relevant language extensions are introduced and

evaluated according to predefined criteria, ultimately resulting in a consolidation of

previous work that is able to serve as a basis for an EPC standard. Finally, the paper

proposes a suggestion of constructs and extensions to consider for an EPC standard.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces basic concepts of the EPC

language. Additionally, the evolution of related business process management languages

is highlighted briefly. In Section 3, the applied research methodology is characterized. The

findings of the literature review are presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. The

paper concludes with a summary of the results with respect to the research question and

an outlook indicating further work.

2 Theoretical Background and Related Work

At the time when EPCs emerged in the 1990s from a joint work of the Institute for

Information Systems in Saarbrücken and SAP [KNS92], the effort in BPM standardization

has been a negligible factor. Actually, the first standard published in this particular field

has been the Workflow Reference Model by the Workflow Management Coalition and

was first released three years after the EPC, in 1995 [Ho95]. If we instance the year 2004,
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in which the BPMN has been publically released, there have been more than ten

organizations, who developed standards in the field of BPM [NM06]. Furthermore, not

only the quantity of standardization endeavours has been smaller, but also the extent

significantly differed from nowadays standards. While the initial standard of the

Workflow Reference Model has been described on approximately 50 pages, the BPMN

2.0 standardization paper goes beyond the constraint of 500 pages [Om11]. Despite this

heavy increase of extent, the generally recognized need for standardization in 2004 led to

the development of a BPMN standard in only two years, while after more than one decade

there is still no received standard for EPC models.

Besides the lack of a de-jure standard for EPC models, there is another ancillary effect

ensuing from the historical background – as there never has been a coalition, a committee

or any other form of society establishing a standardization process and additionally

discussing possible extensions of the EPC, an equivalent amount of proposals to alter the

EPC have been developed and published. For partial overviews of these extensions, the

reader can refer to [Me08] and [SDL05]. Unfortunately, these papers do not provide

insights to the evolution of the EPC-extensions, their dependencies among themselves, or

detailed descriptions. Also, the papers’ main issues do not concern EPC extensions

themselves. Therefore, they are just mentioning or briefly describing them. In

consequence of this heterogenous area of EPC interpretations, it is necessary to gain a

structured overview of these versions and to cover the mentioned aspects above. Only then

it is possible to completely capture all relevant aspects for an EPC standard. There are

some publications, which already address partial areas of EPC standardization, either by

proposing formal notations of the EPC [Aa99, Me08] or by assembling informal rules for

EPC modelling [e.g. Fe13]. Other publications have analysed file-based exchange formats

for EPC models [Ri16] and the implementation of EPC in different modelling tools

[Ka16]. Unfortunately, such papers neglect the occurrence of EPC-variations and do not

discuss their relevance.

In favor of a better understanding of the proposed alterations which are given in section 4,

we briefly introduce the initial EPC elements as introduced by [KNS92]. This first version

of the EPC only consisted of events, functions and operators. Thereby, the event is defined

as an “occurrence of a defined condition”, while the function is a “process that converts

an input state to an output state”. Beginning with events, these entities always have to

alternate. Furthermore, the initial EPC provided operators for splitting and joining the con-

trol flow of a process model. These operators were distinguished as conjunctive, dis-

junctive and adjunctive and corresponded to AND, XOR and OR operators respectively.

3 Methodology

We have conducted a structured literature review in the discipline of information systems,

as suggested by [WW02] and [Br13]. Since the first publication regarding the EPC was

published as a working paper in the working paper series of the institute for information
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systems at the University of Saarbrücken, we included their working series with a total of

198 papers as a data source in our review process. Additionally, we considered the EPC

workshop from 2002 to 2009, whose proceedings with a total of 57 papers were included

as our second data source. Lastly, we queried two scientific search engines with the terms

“Ereignisgesteuerte Prozesskette” and “event-driven process chain” (in several spellings)

to find further publications. We are aware that these generic search queries deliver a huge

result set, however we think that there is no simple and more specific query that still

includes all publications of different EPC adoptions in different application areas.

Altogether, our queries returned 1.806 publications at SpringerLink4 and 198 publications

at ScienceDirect5. The large difference is due to SpringerLink including more German

publications than ScienceDirect.

Due to the large number of 2.259 publications, we followed [WW02] in considering only

titles first and discarded papers, whose titles suggested an application of EPC without

contributing to the EPC modelling language itself. Further, for technical reasons, we

excluded papers of which we could neither find a full text online nor in the libraries of

three different universities. This left us with 316 papers. After removing duplicates,

reading the abstracts and where necessary the contents as well, we came to a set of 79

publications in our first iteration.

Next, we conducted a forward and backward search to find additional literature that might

not have been found by our search engines. While the backward search was done

manually, we used Google Scholar6 for the forward search. In this iteration we also revised

some of our decisions on discarding papers in the previous iteration, e.g. in case a

referenced paragraph generated more insight to the papers’ content than solely its title.

After reading the abstracts of the papers delivered by forward and backward search, and

after another removal of duplicates, we found 35 new publications. Therefore, we came to

a final set of 114 papers.

4 Different EPC Variants from Literature

More than 20 years ago, the idea of modelling business processes with alternating events

and functions was published by [KNS92]. Not surprisingly, event-driven process chains

have heavily developed over the years, leading to similar, yet different understandings of

EPC in literature. Many authors have suggested extending the EPC in one or the other way

and several formalizations of the EPC modelling language have been provided.

Within our set of 144 publications regarding EPCs, we found 14 different variations of the

EPC, which we will call EPC dialects. For all these 14 different dialects, the authors

described in one or more papers how their variation of the EPC is defined and in which

4 http://link.springer.com/
5 http://sciencedirect.com/
6 http://scholar.google.com/
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terms they modified the base EPC by [KNS92]. An overview of these 14 EPC dialects is

provided in Tab. 1. Additionally, we identified 8 different exchange formats for EPC

models (counting different versions of the same format separately, due to

incompatibilities), which are capable of storing EPC models of one or more of the 14

different EPC dialects.

Name References Short Abstract

EPC [KNS92] The prototype of all event-driven process chains, consisting

only of functions, events and connectors

Extended EPC

(eEPC)

[HKS93]

[GS94]

[KT97]

An enriched EPC, including organizational units,

information objects, IT systems and process refinements

Real-Time EPC

(rEPC)

[HWS93] Includes a state machine, which is modelled in parallel to the

EPC, events and functions of the EPC are linked to

conditions and actions of the state machine

EPC* [ZR96] Information objects can be connected to model data flow and

conditions can be added to the control flow, e.g. to start

events

Object-oriented

EPC (oEPC)

[SNZ97]

[NZ98]

Uses an object-oriented process definition, where activities

are carried out on business objects, therefore such objects are

modelled instead of traditional functions

Risk EPC [BO02] Adds a risk element to the EPC which can be linked with

function to visualize potential business risks

Fuzzy EPC [THA02]

[TD06]

[Th09]

A new fuzzy connector allows to model fuzzy decision-

making in business processes, using variables and decision

rules related to the fuzzy connector

Yet another

EPC (yEPC)

[MNN05] Extends the EPC to support state-based workflow patterns,

multi-instantiation and cancellation

Risk EPC

extended

[RM05]

[RW08]

Adds different risk events which are triggered when an

exception occurs, further risk-management functions can be

used to handle the exception

Configurable

EPC (C-EPC)

[RA07]

[Re05]

Functions, events and connectors are configurable, several

EPCs can be generated from a single EPC reference model

Semantic EPC [TF06]

[FKS09]

EPC elements are linked to ontologies, to improve semantics

and prevent ambiguity

Nautilus EPC

(N-EPC)

[KUL06] Allows modelling of several events between two functions,

trivial events can make decisions and can hence be followed

by an XOR or OR connector

Service EPC [HW07] Traditional functions are replaced by services, which can be

synchronous or asynchronous, introduce timeouts and

message events

Configurable

integrated EPC

(C-iEPC)

[Ro08] Extends the configuration introduced in the C-EPC to

information objects, IT systems and organizational objects,

allowing an even greater range of configuration

Tab. 1: Overview of EPC dialects most prominent in literature

While the original EPC only considered the process flow by using events and functions,
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this basic EPC model was soon extended. A very early extension was the real-time

extension to EPC, which included a state machine similar to Petri nets. Events and function

of the EPC are linked to conditions and actions of the state machine, enabling a state-based

execution of rEPC models [HWS93].

Another early extension of the EPC is referred to as extended EPC (eEPC) in literature.

Extended EPCs include organizational units, which are connected to functions to model

process responsibilities, information objects, which represent abstract data (documents)

and can be used or generated by functions, IT systems, which can be used by functions,

and process refinements, which aggregate a set of activities, i.e. a subordinate EPC to a

single element [GS94, HKS93, KT97, Ro96]. The eEPC was widely accepted and all

further dialects are based heron.

The EPC* extension is provided by [ZR96], who tried to overcome the shorting of

traditional EPCs only representing the control flow in a process. Therefore, EPC*

introduced relations between information objects to represent the data flow within a single

process. Furthermore, conditions can be added to control flows to enable decision-making,

and organizational units can be connected with start events to model organizational units

that are allowed to initiate the process.

If processes are not understood as a set of activities (function-oriented process definition),

but rather as operations on a business object (object-oriented process definition), an object-

oriented EPC (oEPC) can be used to model business processes [NZ98, SNZ97]. The oEPC

replaces functions which object classes, which includes methods for operating on the

business object. Still, organizational units and information objects can be attached to

objects.

An idea of explicitly modelling business risks in EPC models was first suggested by

[BO02], who add a risk element, which when connected with a function indicates that this

function can cause a potential problem. We refer to this dialect as the “Risk EPC”. The

idea of modelling risks has been further adapted by [RM05] and [RW08], who propose to

separate between different kinds of risks. [RW08] suggest three different risk elements,

which can be triggered by functions when an exception occurs. These risk events can be

followed by different kinds of risk handling functions. This dialect, which we refer to as

“Risk EPC extended”, allows not only to model different kinds of risks, but also to model

how unexpected situations are handled in the process.

With the Fuzzy EPC, one is capable of modelling fuzzy decision making based on textual

variables and decision rules, for which [THA02] introduce the fuzzy connector. Further

publications describe attributes and details of Fuzzy EPCs in more detail [TD06, Th09].

Similarly, the Yet another EPC (yEPC) introduces a new connector as well, namely the

empty connector. The yEPC further adds process parameters for multi-instantiation and a

cancellation area for cancellation support [MNN05], to make the EPC capable of

executing common workflow patterns described in [Aa03].

The suggestion of using configurable process models as a basis for reference modelling
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[Aa06] lead to the development of a configurable EPC (C-EPC). The C-EPC includes

configurable functions, events and connectors which make the control flow of the EPC

configurable [RA07, Re05]. With this technique, several different concrete EPC models

can be generated from a single C-EPC, depending on the configuration. This approach has

been further extended by [Ro08], who specified configuration for organizational units,

information objects and IT systems. This so-called configurable integrated EPC (C-iEPC)

enables extremely configurable scenarios and therefore a high reusability of EPC models.

A simplified dialect called nautilus EPC (N-EPC) has been proposed by [KUL06].

Contrasting to other EPC dialects, trivial events are able to make a decision. Therefore,

trivial events can be followed by an XOR or an OR operator. Technically, this dialect

omits the function succeeding trivial events, as this function is also regarded to be trivial.

Another fairly recent publication adopts the idea of IT services and regards business

processes as services, which are consumed during the process execution. Consequently,

[HW07] add functions, which refer to service calls that can either be synchronous or

asynchronous. We refer to this dialect as “service EPC”. Since the introduction of

asynchronous functions requires some kind of message processing when an

asynchronously executed function finishes, the service EPC also introduced events to be

triggered upon message receipt. This allows a service EPC to start the execution of several

asynchronous services first, and then to wait until the service execution finishes.

Besides these 14 different EPC dialects described in literature, we also found different

exchange formats. Exchange formats provide a computer-readable data storage for EPC

models, which helps to store, transfer and reuse EPC models in different environments.

The specification of an exchange format provides an implicit definition of an EPC dialect,

by the EPC elements which have been implemented in the concrete exchange format. For

all 8 different exchange formats we have identified in literature, we have analysed with

which of the 14 different EPC dialects they are compatible with. The evolution of EPC

dialects and exchange formats over time is shown in Fig. 1.

A first XML notation for EPC models (XML EPC) has been proposed by [GK02], who

provide an XML schema to describe an eEPC, including functions, events, connectors,

information objects, organizational units and process refinements. At the same time, a

similar yet incompatible XML schema has been described by [MN02], who introduce the

EPC Markup Language (EPML) as a general purpose format for exchanging EPC models

[MN04].

[WS06] use a different approach by adopting the Graph Exchange Language (GXL) for

use with EPC models. GXL is capable of storing any conceptual models as graphs, using

nodes to reflect conceptual elements and edges to reflect relations. Though [WS06] do not

provide an example for all elements of the eEPC, their exchange format is capable of

representing all eEPC elements, as new node types can easily be defined using a custom

identifier.

For semantic EPCs, [FKS09] have proposed an ontology based exchange format. By
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transforming elements of the semantic EPC to ontology concepts, they embed the EPC

model within an ontology.We refer to this approach as “XML EPC Ontology”. Similar to

the GXL approach, this leads to storage formats where EPC elements are only meaningful

by their description, which usually is a string-based identifier. However, for automated

processing it is helpful, if EPC elements are defined within the specification on an

exchange format.

Fig. 1: Evolution of different EPC dialects and exchange formats over time

Besides these four different and independently developed formats, the EPML approach by

[MN02] has been adapted several times. A modification called oEPML has been

developed by [Ho09], who extends the XML schema for objects of the oEPC dialect.

Similarly, [TD08] suggested a modification named Fuzzy EPML, which adds a fuzzy

connector to the EPML schema and therefore is capable of representing Fuzzy EPC

models. However, Fuzzy EPML and oEPML have not been integrated yet, making these

two modifications of EPML incompatible to each other. As a consequence, there is no

exchange format that can be used for eEPC, Fuzzy EPC and oEPC models altogether.

After a modification for EPML to support C-EPC models was suggested by [Me05], an

updated schema for EPML has been released as EPML 1.2 [Me09], which supports yEPC
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and C-EPC model. Additionally, with EPML 2.0 [Me11], support for C-iEPC models was

added, which makes EPML 2.0 capable of storing eEPC, yEPC, C-EPC and C-iEPC

models. From the number of supported EPC dialects, EPML 2.0 supports the largest

variety of EPC dialects.

Summing up the results of our structured literature review, we found 14 different EPC

dialects and 8 different exchange formats. Most EPC dialects developed in the last 20

years are based on the eEPC dialect, therefore these dialects share a common

understanding of not only events, functions and connectors, but also of information

objects, IT systems and organizational units.

There are some extensions, which we have not considered as EPC dialects, for example

the SEQ connector [Pr95] or the ET and OR1 connector [Ro96]. These connectors focus

on providing a simplification for modelling and can be added to any EPC dialect.

Additionally, the SEQ, ET and OR1 connectors can be converted into structures consisting

of eEPC elements only, i.e. functions, events and XOR, OR and AND connectors [Ru99,

p.62 ff.]. Furthermore, we have neither considered modified EPCs (modEPC) nor agent-

oriented EPCs (xEPC), as these EPC dialects were only briefly discussed at one single

conference and in working papers of the years 1999 and 2000. Unfortunately, we were not

able to obtain a full-text as described in the methodology section before.

5 Towards an EPC Standard

The diversity of EPC dialects and exchange formats calls for a standardization procedure

to develop a specification for an integrated EPC language and exchange format. As

mentioned in our introduction, a standardized modelling language can be more easily

implemented by tool vendors and hence can spread faster in the BPM community.

It is worth mentioning that an EPC standard would not only be beneficial for companies

that start modelling business processes with event-driven process chains, but also for

companies that already have modelled EPCs in the past and still store these models as

legacy models. With an EPC standard, such legacy models could be reused in any

modelling environment supporting the prospective EPC standard. Possibly some legacy

models have to be revised, but it is safe to assume that basic EPC construct will find their

way into the standard. Moreover, procedures for migrating one modelling language to

another, e.g. EPC to BPMN as suggested by [DT09], could be implemented independently

of a modelling tool.

While the benefits of an EPC standard are numerous and rather obvious, there are several

open questions yet to be answered. Most importantly, it has to be decided which EPC

dialects should be part of an EPC standard. There are several criteria that one might

consider. On the one hand, one could evaluate the dominance of an EPC dialect in the

literature, e.g. for the rEPC there is – to the best of our knowledge – only one publication

[HWS93], which might be an indicator for the rEPC being less relevant to researchers. On
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the other hand, one might consider the compatibility of different EPC dialects. For

example, the N-EPC breaks with the formal semantics of traditional EPCs, as it allows

trivial events to make decisions, which is not allowed in any other EPC dialect presented

in this paper. Therefore, one might exclude the N-EPC for compatibility reasons.

Besides regarding EPC dialects in the literature, one might also consider the spread of

EPC dialects in practice. Since an EPC standard should be implemented and used by

practitioners, such a standard should include all artefacts which are needed in practice.

Therefore, one should perform a market analysis of BPM modelling tools to get an

understanding of EPC dialects which are commonly used in practice. The results of such

a market analysis should be included in the process of deciding which EPC dialects are

becoming parts of an EPC standard.

Since practitioners can only use the EPC dialects which have been implemented in EPC

modelling tools, there might be a discrepancy between what practitioners would like to

see in an EPC model and what they can actually model with their modelling tool.

Therefore, a survey among practitioners might deliver further insights, especially in terms

of useful EPC dialects which have not made it into modelling tools yet.

To further circumstantiate the integration or exclusion of certain EPC dialects and artefacts

in an EPC standard, one could interview EPC experts. Interviews with individuals might

deliver more detailed results than a survey and provide better arguments for decision-

making. Together with a group of experts, a final decision on what to be included in an

EPC standard should be made. This should be done once modelling tools have been

analysed and practitioners have been surveyed.

For a first step towards standardization, we have analysed the type of EPC extension, the

type of specification of that extension, the impact in research and the degree of

generalization for each 14 EPC dialects. An overview is provided in Tab. 2. To estimate

the impact in research, we have used Google Scholar to conduct a forward search for each

paper and to count the number of citations each paper has received (column “Cites” in

Tab. 2). For EPC dialects that consist of multiple papers, we have conducted a forward

search for each paper, and have built an outer set, i.e. eliminated all duplicates in the

citations. That number is listed in brackets in the column “Impact”. We have classified the

impact as “high” if there were more than 100 citations, “noticeable” if there were more

than 50 citations, “medium” if there were more than 25 citations and “low” otherwise.

In regard to the way an EPC dialect was specified, we distinguished between an

enumerative specification, i.e. the authors provided a textual or visual list of all elements

or extensions they provided, a formal semantic specification, i.e. a specification in terms

of mathematical equations based on set theory and a meta-model based specification,

where the authors provided a meta-model for their EPC variant.

The column “Type of Extension” in Tab. 2 lists the means of each EPC variant, for

example if the authors provide additional elements to enrich the information of an EPC

model or if the authors aim at a different goal like achieving execution of workflows.
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Lastly, the column “Generalizable” describes whether the variant is applicable to business

process models modelled in EPC in general or if the dialect aims at a certain application

domain. As the N-EPC breaks with formal semantics of other EPC dialects, it is not

generally applicable to other EPC models.

Dialect Reference Cites Impact Specifi-

cation

Type of

Extension

Generalizable

EPC [KNS92] 993 high enumerative - generally

applicable

eEPC [HKS93] 67 high

(163)

enumerative additional

elements

generally

applicable[GS94] 19 enumerative

[KT97] 84 enumerative

rEPC [HWS93] 10 low formal

semantics

execution of

processes

generally

applicable

EPC* [ZR96] 35 medium execution of

workflows

generally

applicable

oEPC [SNZ97] 64 noticeable

(74)

enumerative additional

elements

for modelling

business

objects
[NZ98] 18 enumerative

Risk

EPC

[BO02] 25 low enumerative additional

element

generally

applicable

Risk

EPC

extended

[RM05] 150 high

(166)

enumerative additional

elements

generally

applicable[RW08] 17 meta-model

Fuzzy

EPC

[THA02] 24 medium

(34)

meta-model additional

elements and

decision

tables

generally

applicable[TD06] 10 formal

semantics

[Th09] 9 meta&formal

yEPC [MNN05] 41 medium enumerative execution of

workflows,

additional

elements

generally

applicable

C-EPC [RA07] 505 high

(526)

formal

semantics

reference

modelling

generally

applicable

[Re05] 42 enumerative

Semantic

EPC

[TF06] 5 low

(22)

enumerative annotation

w/ontologies

generally

applicable[FKS09] 17 enumerative

N-EPC [KUL06] 22 low formal

semantics

simplification conflicts with

formalization

of common

EPC dialects

Service

EPC

[HW07] 8 low enumerative additional

elements

for modelling

business

services

C-iEPC [Ro08] 67 noticeable formal

semantics

extended

configuration

generally

applicable

Tab. 2: Attributes of different EPC dialects for decision-making in a standardization process
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Besides fostering a common understanding of EPC elements, an EPC standard should also

provide an exchange format for EPC models to improve interoperability among different

modelling tools. We think that such an exchange format should be focused on EPC models

only and not on process models in general. Approaches like GXL, which can be applied

to different process modelling languages as EPC or BPMN, are more complex, thus harder

to implement for tool developers and, in most cases, do only support portions of modelling

languages, namely those concepts which are supported by all considered languages.

Contrastingly, an EPC-specific exchange format like EPML has a well-defined set of

element types it can represent, namely those of the underlying EPC dialect. This makes

adoption of such an exchange format in modelling tools much easier.

An exchange format for EPC models should be designed carefully. If an EPC standard is

extensible, as discussed above, an exchange format needs to be extensible as well.

Therefore, an exchange format should be designed in a way that additional information

can be added without breaking backward compatibility, so that a tool, which can import a

basic EPC model, can also import an EPC model with extensions it is not aware of. Of

course, such extensions the modelling tool is not aware of will not be displayed or in any

way handled by the modelling tool. The important point is that a modelling tool needs to

recognise information in the exchange format it does not know as an unknown EPC

extension that has not been implemented in the tool. Then, the modelling tool can simply

ignore the additional information. Obviously, in this scenario, an EPC model might

become incomplete if imported in a modelling tool which does not implement all EPC

extension used within the EPC model. However, this way, a modelling tool could still

import as much as possible from a model, providing the greatest possible benefits to users

in terms of reusing models.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have performed a structured literature review on business process

modelling with event-driven process chains and have identified 14 different EPC dialects

in the literature. While an overview of EPC dialects has already been provided in [Me08,

p.28 ff.] and [SDL05], we have found more EPC dialects and we have described all EPC

dialects we found in more detail. Additionally, we have described the evolution of

different EPC dialects over time, which – to the best of our knowledge – has not been done

to this day. Therefore, we provide a more recent and greater overview of EPC variants.

Furthermore, we have considered exchange formats for EPC models, of which we have

found 8 different exchange formats in literature. We have related these 8 different

exchange formats to the 14 different EPC dialects we found and have analysed, which

exchange format can be used for storing EPC models of which dialect. With this analysis,

we have shown that for some EPC dialects there are no well-known exchange formats and

that there are several incompatible exchange formats. Only a few exchange formats

support more than one EPC dialect.
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Lastly, we have analysed the 14 different EPC dialects in four different criteria, their

impact in research, the type of specification, the type and mean of the variant and the

generalizability. By this, we have shown that some EPC variants can be considered being

more prominent than others and therefore being more adequate for inclusion in a future

EPC standard.

With our research, we have contributed towards the development of a standardized EPC

modelling language and a standardized EPC exchange format, shortly referred to as an

EPC standard. While a standard is beneficial for research and practice under several

aspects, such a standard has not been developed yet. With our research, we have provided

parts of a research agenda towards a successful EPC standardization.
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